ART. 25]
CYLINDERS.
13
2.
limits of integration are x- -\AB to x=%AB and r-PB to r=PA. The resulting attraction is therefore F=2irp(AB+PA-PB), where AB is any generating line and A is the extremity nearest to P. We notice that AB is equal to the difference ofjbhe distances from the plane sections passing through A and B.
Jfextjet P le inside the cylinder, but nearer to the plane section A'A than to B'B. Since 6 is the acute angle subtended at P by the radius of the attracting slice, we must equate cos 6 to ± (p - x)jr, the sign being different on opposite sides of P. To avoid this discontinuity we draw a plane C'C perpendicular to the axis so that P lies midway between the sections A'A and C'C. The resultant attraction of the matter between A'A and C'C at P is therefore zero. The resultant attraction of the rest of the cylinder is given by          F=2irp (CB + PC- PB)
Here CB is equal to the difference of the distances of P from the plane sections -through A and B, measured positively in opposite directions.
^> ^t^Another Solution. We may also find the attraction by dividing the cylinder into Xv elementary columns or filaments parallel to the axis. We find that the resolved force parallel to the axis is therefore the difference between the values of the integral jpdcr/r for the two plane faces, where r is here the distance of da from P. Since do-=%Trrdr, and the limiting values of r for the faces AA', BB' respectively are PM to PA and PN to PJB, we easily arrive at the same result as before.
^/       Ex. 2.   Pind the ratio of the radius of the base to the height of a right circular cylinder of given volume so that the attraction at the centre of one of the circular ends may be the greatest possible.    The required ratio is i-(9->/17).   Playfair's t problem.    See Todhunter's History of Attraction, Art. 1585.
•/" Ex. 3. A right circular cylinder is of infinite length in one direction and is homogeneous, the finite extremity being perpendicular to the generators. Prove that the attraction at the centre of this end is 2iH/a, where If is the mass per unit of length, and a is the radius.
If the cylinder be elliptic, of the same density and mass per unit of length as before, and of eccentricity e, then the attraction will be n times the former value,
where n=- (l-e
yr
t /i     **
[St John's Coll., 1887.]
Ex. 4. A solid right circular cylinder of uniform density p stands on the plane of xy and is infinite in the positive direction of the axis of z. Show that the z component of its attraction at a point P of its base is pi, where I is the perimeter of an ellipse having the base for the auxiliary circle and P for one focus. See Art. 11.
Ex. 5. A vertical solid cylinder of height h, radius a, and density p, bounded by plane ends perpendicular to the axis, is divided by a plane through the axis into two parts. Show that the horizontal attraction of either part at the centre of the base is
[Coll. Ex., 1888.]
25. Attraction of a surface. All sections of a uniform cone which are of the same thickness, and have their plane faces parallel to a given plane, exert equal attractions at the vertex.
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